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ABSTRACT

' teviews are given on the research activities in plasma physics

a £ i ontrolled fusion during 1976 as well as on the plans for

ie »ireh in 1977, including short descriptions and motivations of

*.}• lines of approach being conducted by the laboratory. These

I les include plasma-neutral gas interaction and stability,also

> th special approaches to plasma stabilization, magnetic confinement

b ing mainly produced by poloidal fields, as well as heating and

d agnostics of impermeable plasmas.
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FUSION RESEARCH ACTIVITIES DURING 1976

AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY IN STOCKHOLM

B. Lehnert

Royal Institute of Technology, S-100 44 Stockholm 70, Sweden

During 1976 the experimental and theoretical fusion

research at the Royal Institute of Technology has been mainly

concentrated on plasma-neutral gas interaction and stability,

magnetic confinement, plasma heating, and diagnostics. These

activities are within the frame of an association contract

established on May 10 in 1976 between the European Community

and Sweden.

This report summarizes the 1976 research work and the

technical development of the laboratory. For more detailed

descriptions on the general background of the research pro-

gramme, reference should be made to Part II of this report on

"Plans for Fusion Research During 1977 at the Royal Institute

of Technology in Stockholm". In the present context, unpub-

lished work will be described to some detail, whereas published

work is only briefly outlined, with references given to ori-

ginal papers.

1. Plasma-Neutial Gas Interaction and Stability

The investigations on plasma-neutral gas interaction have

been devoted to the equilibrium and stability problems of

plasmas being impermeable to neutral gas. In such systems the

over-all stability of a plasma body of limited size depends

both on the conditions in its partially ionized boundary layer

and fully ionized hot core [X, 2} . Suggestions for further

research on the problems of plasma-neutral gas interaction have

been outlined in Reference \l\ .



!•!• The Partially Ionized Boundary Layer

Concerning the partially ionized boundary layer and Llie

spatial density and teiiperature distributions of impermeable

plasmas, preparations have been made for a more detailed ex-

perimental analysis in device FI, being based both on laser

light scattering and other diagnostical methods such as probe

measurements [_3j . Under quasi-steady thermonuclear reactor

conditions, the diffusion processes within this layer will

produce a separation of non-identical ions and neutral par-

ticles, in a way to create a difference in element concentra-

tion ratios between the wall-near and central plasma regions

[4, 5j.
The stability conditions of the dense, cool, partially

ionized boundary layer affect the over-all behaviour and

boundary conditions of the hot plasma coro, in a way which

opens up new possibilities of plasma stabilization fj2, 6j .

This is at least the case of maynetohyärodynamic disturbances

[i] and drift waves l_8j .

1.2. The Fully Ionized Plasma Core

In combination with the just, mentioned "boundary layer

stabilization", the magnetic field gradients provide a stabi-

lization mechanism for the plasma core, with respect to magneto-

hydrodynamic disturbances. Under certain conditions such a

mechanism becomes efficient even in presence of appreciable

pressure gradients. This type of "magnetic gradient stabili-

zation" occurs in its simpliest form as "maximum-B stabilization"

of flute-type disturbances of a plasma moving across an inhomo-

geneous magnetic field, under adiabatic changes of state [2j .

In field geometries having a magnetic separatrix, the same

mechanism becomes reinforced, appearing in the form of "maxisnum-

average-B stabilization" [YJ . Similar conclusions apply also

to more general form3 of luagnetohydrodynamic disturbances in-

cluding internal kinks [YJ . Further improvements of the sta-

bility of small-scale disturbances are expected from finite

Larmor radius effects [23 .



2. Magnetic Confinement

The research on magnetic confinement of plasmas by a

main poloidal field has continued, by theoretical studies on

equilibrium [9j and stability [J6, "fj as well as in experiments

with existing devices JJ.OJ.

2.1. Internal Ring Traps (INTRAP)

Further experiments on plasma confinement in presence of

magnetically shielded supports are being prepared, with improved

support and heating systems, extended diagnostical methods, and

being based on experimental and theoretical investigations of

the high- and low-frequency properties of the plasma as describee

in Section 3 [ll-14j .

2.2. External Ring Traps (EXTRAP)

The properties and potentialities of the EXTRAP concept,

as well as the results of preliminary experiments with the

EXTRAP I device, are summarized in a special report [l5j.

2.3. Crossed-Fleld Discharges

Rotating plasmas created by croased-field discharges suffer

from the difficulty of critical velocity limitation. If this

phenomenon could be eliminated or avoided, new possibilities

would open up in the use of rotating plasmas within fusion

research. In this connection the three following approaches

have been made.

2.3.1. InveJS tiga tions_of_ End .Insulator Region

By means of a number of concentric metal rings placed at

an end insulator of device FI, it has been possible to study

the velocity distribution of the rotating plasma, as well as

the onset of the critical velocity phenomenon !_16] .

2.3.2. End-Los-s_Reduc_tion_o£ Oper.^EndedS^s tems

Theoretical studies and plans for experiments with device

Fill have been made on the application of hiyh-frequency plugs

at the ends of an open bottle, and/or a possible violation of

the iso-rotation law at low ion densities [if) .



2.3.3. Rotatiag_P^asroa Operation in_Sp_iral̂  Coil_Tra£s

The spiral coil "Tornado" traps developed at the Ioffe

Institute in Leningrad permit rotating plasma operation in

a closed bottle without end insulators [l8j . Consequently,

such traps are expected not to suffer from velocity limitation.

The first experiments of this kind have just started, and

there are indications that plasmas of high purity have been

produced Q.9J .

3. Plasma Heating

Since the coil supports of internal ring systems can only

be shielded efficiently in absence of a rotating plasma, an

extensive work of high- and low-frequency heating has been

performed in connection with device FIV \\l, 20j.

3.1. High-Frequency Heating

Studies have been made on the heating of an impermeable

plasma in FIV by means of magneto-acoustic and other modes in

the megaherz frequency range. The influence of the boundary

conditions and of the partially ionized boundary layer on the

resonance and power absorption of free and forced oscillations

has been analysed !_12, 13J . In particular, numerical solutions

have been obtained in the case of forced oscillations in a

cylindrical plasma shell being surrounded by a partially

ionized layer (_13j • These solutions are used to estimate the

power absorption in the layer, as well as the spatial distri-

butions of the plasma parameters. Further, there is agreement

between theory and experimental observations on eigenoscillations

being excited by applied pulses in device FIV Q.1, 12J.

To sustain an impermeable plasma in a fully ionized state,

a certain sharply defined "minimum power" input has to be

exceeded, being of the order of 0,5 MW. The plasma parameters

are changing noticeably in the temperature range close to

this minimum power. The tuning of the external high-frequency

circuit to maximum power absorption in the plasma therefore

becomes an important problem. To solve the latter, the following

measures have been taken, by which the system should soon be

ready for a new series of investigations (JL1J :



(i) The primary generator coils inside the vessel of device

FIV have been replaced by four ceils with flat cross-

sections.

(ii) Due to the new generator coils, the coupling between

the fully ionized plasma and the oscillator becomes

strong enough for the plasma to affect the oscillation

frequency of the system. This sometimes produces jumps

in operation frequency. To prevent this behaviour, a

"steering oscillator" has been introduced which keeps

the frequency fixed. The output from this oscillator is

amplified by a large second-stage oscillator, in its

turn being matched to the generator coils and the plasma.

(iii) The transmission between the second oscillator and the

generator coils is provided by a cable with tunable

condensers.

The described studies of the high-frequency resonances

and power absorption are not only of importance to the particular

experiments with FIV, but should also be of general interest

to plasmas in large-scale systems, such as in tokamaks and

several types of full-scale, quasi-steady fusion reactors.

3.2. Low-Frequency Heating

In the experiments with FIV, induced poloidal low-frequency

currents provide an additional useful heating mechanism. Earlier

theoretical and experimental work on this problem has been

extended by an analysis of an equivalent straight-cylinder model.

where the plasma losses to the supports have been simulated

4• Diagnostics

Among the measures taken to improve the diagnostical

resourceo of the laboratory, the following should be mentioned.

(i) An amplifier has been built for differential high-frequency

voltage measurements by means of two capacitive voltage



dividers, with the purpose of making determinations of

the high-frequency power absorption \J.4j .

(ii) A laser interferometer for plasma density measurements

has been made available, with the help of Ris0 Laboratory.

(iii) Spectroscopic investigations have been made on device

PI, with two aims (Vj . Firstly, an analysis has been

performed on the recorded plasma light,to find ways

of minimizing the latter in the planned laser light

scattering measurements. The inner and outer plasma

boundary regions could be localized by means of an Abel

transformation yielding the radial distribution of emitted

light. The recorded light is so far about 100 times

stronger than that expected from a normal recombination

spectrum at n=10 m~ and T =5-10 eV. Secondly, a radial

mapping of emitted line- and continuum radiation yields

information about the neutral gas concentration in the

plasma. There are indications that a small tail of neutral

particles is penetrating into the inner parts of the

plasma in FI, as expected from the calculated penetration

length of fast neutrals.

(iv) A laser light-scattering equipment has been built in

collaboration with Culham Laboratory [3j. Recent tests

of this equipment confirm its usefulness in investigations

on impermeable plasmas, but a larger laser unit becomes

necessary, on account of the strong light emission from

the partially ionized boundary layers. Thus, the ruby

laser, spectroscopic, and electronic systems have been

improved and optimized, partly by studying Rayleigh

scattering from neutral gas. As a result, Thomson

scattering from the plasma electrons has recently been

recorded, but the corresponding signal is toe small

compared to the emitted plasma liyht for accurate measure-

ments to be made. Such measurements therefore require

a gigawatt laser unit.



5. Reactor Technology

The reactor technological model studies on the Spherator

concept with magnetically shielded supports have continued,

in collaboration with Kernforschungsanlage Jiilich (KFA) and

the Atomic Energy Company in Studsvik (AE). These studies in-

clude neutronics, radiation problems, ohmic losses, and

cooling systems. Informal meetings and discussions have been

held between representatives from KFA, AE and the Royal Insti-

tute of Technology [2l].

**" Guest Scientists

Dr. J. Drake from the University of Wisconsin, Madison,

USA is spending a sabbatic year at the institute, from the

beginning of Septejnber 1976. Dr. Drake is at present planning

series of magnetic probe measurements in devices TI and

EXTRAP I.

Shorter visits have been paid to the institute by

M. Kristiansen, Lubbock, Texas for discussions on reactor

technology, and by Mr. A. Sillesen, îsrf, for tests of a

laser interferometer.

7. Technical Development of the Laboratory

A considerable part of the economical resources and

manpower of the laboratory has been devoted to technical

development of the experimental facilities and instruments

which have partly become old-fashioned or worn out.

In the two halls at the basement storey, containing FI,

Fill and FIV with their auxiliary equipment, the reorganization

and renovation work has just started. For EXTRAP I the work on

a new smaller hall situated on first floor has nearly been

finished.

The future problems of experimental hall facilities and

office premises are for the moment subject of a special

analysis j_22j .



8. Special Duties and Extra Activities

In addition to the work described in previous sections

and to seminars and other educational duties at the institute,

the following special activities of the staff members should

be mentioned.

Bergström, J.: Three visits to Leningrad in connection with

experimental co-operation, one journey to USA in connection

with APS meeting at Livermoie and a technical conference

at Los Alamos.

Bonnevier, B.: Participation in Erice meeting on reactor tech-

nology.

Burel, M.; Participation in Varenna symposium on plasma heating.

Hellsten, T.: Participation in and lecture at plasma symposium

in Norway, participation in Conference on computational

physics in Garching and in IAEA conference in Berchtesgaden.

Examination of four manuscripts submitted to international

journals.

Kuthy, A.: Visit to Garching laboratory for discussions on

laser diagnostics.

Lehnert, B.: Four Committee of Directors meetings, two Liason

Group meetings, one visit to Leningrad in connection with

experimental co-operation, participation in IAEA conference

in Berchtesgaden, one meeting of International Fusion

Research Council and one of "Fachbeirat" at IPP in Garching.

Examination of eight manuscripts submitted to international

journals. One review paper on fusion research i_23> and

one paper on astrophysics ; 2f- • . A number of additional

meetings and duties, partly in connection with the Royal

Swedish Academy of Sciences and the Swedish Academy of

Engineering Sciences.

Ohlsson, P.: Participation in Varenna symposium on plasma heating

and in conference of computational physics in Garching.

Examination of one manuscript submitted to an international

journal.



Tennfors, E.: Participation in and invited lecture at Gordon

Conference at Santa Barbara in USA on plasma heating.

Collaboration with Uleåborg University in Finland on

Alfvén waves in ionosphere.

Wilner, B.: Visit to Garching laboratory for discussions on

laser diagnostics.

Stockholm, December 10, 1976
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PLANS FOR FUSION RESEARCH DURING 197?

AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTE CF TECHNOLOGY IN STOCKHOLM

B. uehnert

Royal Institute of Technology, S-lfi'i 4U Stockholm 70, Sweden

The planned 19 7 7 programme and budget of controlled fusion

research at the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm are

based on the contract of association between the European Atomic

Energy Community (Euratom) and the National Swedish Board for

Energy Source Development.

1. Research Activities

A unified experimental and theoretical research work should be con-

tinued on the closely related parts of a programme mainly including

plasma-neutral gas interaction and stability, magnetic confinement,

plasma heating, and diagnostics. This programme is directly associated

with that of the Community, and also provi les an amplification of

the latter. The plans for 1977 are outlined in the following sections

and summarized in Table 1.

1.1. Plasma-Neutral Gas Interaction and Stability

Plasma-neutral gas interaction is important to the equilibrium

and stability of magnetically confined plasmas in at least two

ways £lj. Firstly, this interaction has local direct effects on

the plasma particle, momentum, and heat balance. Secondly, there are

indirect effects on the general plasma balance and the boundary

conditions. In particular, the ion densities of interest to full-scale

quasi-steady fusion reactors are high enough for the plasma to become

impermeable to neutral gas which enters the confinement volume from

wall-near regions. In this case the earlier adopted picture of a

fully ionized plasma bounded by a vacuum region and/or a limiter

becomes irrelevant. It should be replaced at lf?ast by models where

a fully ionized hot core is surrounded by a partially ionized, dense,

diamagnetic boundary layer, the latter in itr. turn facing a lowly

ionized wall-near region Q » ^ - As a consequence, the boundary

conditions of the fully ionized impermeable planms core



become modified, in a way also having important effects on

stability.

Plans: The research programme is mainly concentrated on impermeable
21 -3

laboratory plasmas at ion densities of about 10 m ,

but permeable plasmas in present tokamaks and other devices

will also be partly considered, as well a? the transition

rep, i on lietweeri permeable and impermeable plasnas.

1.1.1. ThePar ti

The partially i or i ;-.t-ni boundary layer imposes certain conditions

on a large class of ma gnu trion ~i ly confined plasmas. On account of the

high resistivity and finite pressure gradient in this layer, it is

not certain that the rcnveir' iorsa'J mini m^m-av^ra^e-B stabilization

method becomes elf icier, t î: the plasms boundary, especially in system-

with long magnetic connection lengths [1, 3j . On in-: other' hand, an

alternative mechanism due to "boandiry layer' ntabi lization1' irkiy

replace this method and secure s':ab i.li'y. Thus, the joint effects

of ion-ion and neutral gas viscosity, finiie resistivity, and pressur.-

should stabilize flute-type disturbances in the layer [V) . There

are further indications that at least certain types of drift modes

can be stabilized as well \j*j . The stability conditions of tin layer

depend to some extent on the detailed structure of its equilibrium

state.

Plans; Experimental studies on detailed structure and stability

of partially ionized boundary layer and fully ionized plasma

core should be continued in devices FI and FIV, being

operated both with rotating and non-rotating plasmas. It is

desirable to include such diagnostic--)! methods as laser

scattering and interferometry, probe measurements, spectros-

copy, and high-speed photography. In addition, the theoretical

analysis of equilibrium and stability should be carried on,

preferably as a more genera] study on macro- and microscopic

modes, also being of electromagnetic and dissipative type.

1.1.2. Ihg_Fully__Ioriizgd_Plasma_Core

Not only the magnetic field geometry, but also the plasma para-

mete:1 d i r; ?;r ! I;M t; < r:, in n?'.!r,<> sp^.c- -trv; '\:c No'm:iarv condition';



determine the stability of a rnafv.etica] ly con inec] plasma. In the

case of an impermeable plasma with a partially ionized diarr.-jgnc + ic

boundary layer, the f v:l ly ionized hot core becomes bounded in a

way differing from earlier conventional notiel^ with vacuum bounda-

ries and limiters \_1 ,.?_[. 7'he pl.'.sr.a ?r-; ssu? >;• :• and the corres-

ponding character i s ti; lengi ••• D'jVpj are :vu::elv much larger at the

layer interface than what wcuLi h?? the case at a limiter or wall

surface. The over-all stability .analysis of the plasma holy thus

includes a matching of the fully ionized plasma cor-'' and the

boundary layer, both at -nn inner1 interface and at a limiter or wail

surface. This situation can load to stabilization of ho+ plasmas,

even in absence of minr'mini-averag^-B and other conventional

methods jV] .

In combination with boundary layer stabilization, it should thus

become possible to achieve over-all stability of the plasma body

by means of such mechanisms as "magnetic gradient stabilization"

in the fully ionize! plasma core. A simple illustration is provided

by "maximum-B stabiliza tion" of J piisma confined in the field from

a straight conductor Q> , ',:J . When thro-? is a p^n ia3 ly ionized

boundary lay-:;r, pror.sur» Ii strit-'it ionu wi ::h moderately large

gradients can be allowed TO t:xirt throughout a fully ionized plasma

region of finite radial extensions. Stability is then achieved for

flute-type disturbances, on account of the magnetic compression

effects which arise in a plasma moving across an inhomogeneous

magnetic field. The situation is analogous in other more complicated

field geometrien. Lspecially in those being of purely poloidal type,

strong "average-naxirau.T-E stabi ] î .ation" of flutes becomes available

when the confinement region is extended up to the neighbourhood of

a magnetic separatrix Q>J- Further improvsments of stability are

due to finite Lamer radius effects (compare Ref. [2J ).

In addition, magnetic gradient stabilization due to a strongly

inhomogeneous vacuum field should apply also to kink disturbances

(_7, 8J , as well as to coupled flute-type and internal Kink modes and

magnetohydrodvnamic modes Ln general Qfj .



Consequently, the combination of boundary layer and magnetic

gradient stabilization provides an alternative to more con-

ventional stabilization methods, and should aDply to magnetic

confinement in purely poloidal fields.

Plans: Continued theoretical analysis on magnetohydrodynanic

and microscopic modes of impermeable plasmas confined in

poloidal fields. Experimental stability analysis in

devices FI, FIV, and EXTRAP I.

1.2. Magnetic Confinement

In present quasi-steady magnetic confinement schemes based

on a main toroidal field component, there are problems concerning

the understanding of the plasma losses, the attempts to reach

high beta values, bootstrap operation, stabilization of long-wave

disturbances including disruptions, as well as replacement and

repair in presence of torcidai-fi eld coils. In principle, schemes

based on a main poloidal component should be in a better position

with respect to these problems. Since none of the px'esent

approaches in fusion research will for certain, lead to the final

solution of a full-scale reactor, and since a substantial part

of the world's efforts in thin field is already devoted to schemes

like tokamaks and stellarators, it should be justified to retain

and to a certain extent broaden alternative approaches, such as

those based on poloidal field confinement [_LOj .

Plans: The laboratory should continue its efforts on the INTPAP

(internal ring tra£), EXTRAP (external ring trap), and

crossed-field experiments, an defined in th'- contract of

association. A considerable part of this work is also

of direct ir.trest to the programmes on other types of

confinement schemes being studied elsewhere.

1.2.1, lDi2^D2i-5ilie,I?3E2_t'm!-2l;i£iri£^-2yBE2Hi:
When taking all factors and parameter choices into account

which determine thft confinement in internal ring systems with

magnetically sh i <;i ded SijpT'ort̂ ;, t her*» are so far no ccntradi ct- ion :•>



between theory and experiments £llj• A substantial improvement of

the confinement can thus be achieved under laboratory conditions

by magnetic shielding, but only at proper values of the support

parameters.

To perform quantitative confinement studies in INTRAP devices

with magnetically shielded supports, the role of plasma-neutral

gas interaction first has to be clarified. In the permeable ion

density range, the balance of the entire plasma body is disturbed

by such interaction phenomena, and the determination of the

energy and particle containment times becomes a complicated

matter ("12,11. Thus there are several reasons for choosing the
21 3impermeable range of seme 10 ions/m for experimental studies.

Firstly, this is the range corresponding to the scaling of

full-size reactors to laboratory dimensions. Secondly, the influence

of neutral gas should be smaller on impermeable than on permeable

plasmas. In the former only the cool partially ionized boundary

layers are affected by neutral gas interaction, whereas the hot

central core of the latter becomes subject to charge-transfer and

ionizing collisions. Nevertheless, it may be of interest to include

further studies on the permeable density range in a future

programme.

In the impermeable range, 3tart-up of the plasma in devices

such as FIV can hardly be provided by conventional methods at

present limited technical resources, because a burnout power of

the order of 10 MW is needed. As a consequence, the earlier

investigated rotating plasma technique nas been chosen, which
21 -3easily provides a fully ionized plasma of density n = 10 m ' ,

preheated to temperatures of the order of T = 10 K Q 3 »l1*]] •

Confinement studies of quasi-steady plasmas in presence of

magnetically shielded supports have, however, to be performed

in absence of the "wind" due to rotating plasma operation. After

start-up and burnout, the rotation therefore has to be stopped and

the plasma be sustained by means of other heating methods. For

this purpose minimum power input levels of the order of 0.5 MW

are needed at present laboratory dimensions [l^jljö' Both

high- and low-frequency heating thus become important to the

INTRAP project, as will be described more in detail in Section 1.3

of this context.



Plans: After completion of the vork on high- and low-frequency

heating facilities as well as on diagnostical equipment,

experiments should be continued in device FTV on the energy

and particle containment times during quasi-steady operation

and decay, as well as on the distributions of temperature

and density in space and time. In addition, the preparations

should continue on a somewhat larger FV device in which

longer containment times and higher temperatures become

available, at conditions being more accessible to heating

and diagnostics.

1.2.2. External_Ring_Trap.s

From the internal ring configuration, a related EXTRAP concept

based on external conductors has recently been developed. Here the

support and internal conductor problems have been removed, whereas

the advantages of the INTRAP concept still appear to be preserved

[7] . In EXTRAP a closed poloidal field configuration is created

by the plasma current in a toroidal pinch, in combination with the

inhomogeneous octupole vacuum field from the antiparallel currents

flowing in four rir.g-shaped conductors being placed close to the

plasma boundary. Consequently, this concept is a type of high-beta

system in which the plasma should become controlled and guided by a

strongly inhomogeneous transverse vacuum field, and not by a nearly

homogeneous longitudinal field as in tokamaks and stellarators.

Concerning plasma equilibrium, there are closed local and

average guiding centre orbits, beta values of order unity should in

principle be reached, there is no magnetic surface splitting limit,

cyclotron radiation should be limited to acceptable levels, and

bootstrap operation may become possible L7>3-C3- Concerning plasma

stability, the system should not become sensitive to formation of

magnetic islands and asymmetries, and the short magnetic connection

lengths as well as the strong vacuum field gradients favour the

stabilization of flute-type, kink, and other magneto-hydrodynamic

modes Q>"C] • Concerning reactor technology, high power densities ave

expected to be reached, superconducting coils should not become



absolutely necessary, the coil stresses should be moderate, and

repair and replacement is facilitated by the coil geometry.

Preliminary experiments have been performed on this concept

in a sector arrangement of major radius 0.2 5 m, with pulsed pinch

currents up to 80 kA and total antiparallel external conductor

currents up to 200 kA [10,171. Hydrogen discharges were investigated
2 1 - 3at ion densities of about 10 m and temperatures at least exceeding

10 K. From high-speed photography and studies of discharge current

and voltage, the plasma was seen to change from a highly irregular

state to one with a well-defined and apparently stable boundary,

i.e. when the externally imposed vacuum field was increased from

zero to its full value. An irregular plasma behaviour was also

observed in the case of parallel plasma and conductor currents.

In full toroidal geometry, start-up and pre-heating of a fully

ionized impermeable plasma can be achieved by means of modifications

of the magnetic field structure and application of the rotating

plasma technique [iŜ ]» or by means of a fast-rising bank voltage D-lJ-

The field has later to be changed into that desired during the main

discharge phase.

Before a final judgement can be made on the relevance ^f the

EXTRAP concept and or present indications of its advantages,

extensive experimental work and further theoretical analysis will

be needed.

Plans: The present sector experiment should be continued and

completed, in a newly established laboratory with improved

apparatus design and extended diagnostical methods including

probe measurements, spectroscopy, laser interferometry, and

laser light scattering. Further, full toroidal experiments

should be planned and performed with present EXTRAP I device,

as soon as data and plasma behaviour in sector experiment

are fully understood. Finally, a somewhat larger device

EXTRAP II should be designed, to increase the space available

for the plasma body and its partially ionized boundary

layer, to reach higher temperatures and longer containment

times, and to facilitate the diagnostical work.



1.2.3. Crossed_FIeld_Exgeriments

The rotating plasma technique of crossed field discharges

provides a simple and useful tool for plasma generation and

preheating. However, when applying this technique to impermeable

plasmas of thermonuclear interest, difficulties arise from the

critical velocity limitation due to plasma-neutral gas interaction

Q.9, 13Q. Thus, when quasi-steady rotating impermeable plasmas

are generated in open bottles, neutral gas layers will be formed

at the end insulators. The rotation velocity at the insulators

is then limited to 5.1x10 m/s or less. Under such conditions the

centrifugal confinement effect will only have a small influence

on the confinement of a plasma having temperatures above some

1 0 6 K (JL3J.
If the critical velocity phenomenon could be avoided or

eliminated, however, new possibilities would open up in the uses

of rotating plasmas. Some approaches in this direction have earlier

been discussed £l3^ . Here we shall mention only two. The first

concerns the application of high-frequency plugs at the ends

of än open bottle, and/or possible violation of the

iso-rotation law at low ion densities [20J . The second is based

on closed-bottle operation of the "Tornado" devices developed at

the Ioffe Institute in Leningrad [2l3- These devices are accessible

to rotating plasma operation even without end insulators, and are

thus expected to provide high plasma temperatures at high ion

densities by simple crossed-field discharges. The first experiments

have just started p2j. If this approach turns out to be successful,

it may lead to the creation of high-intensity neutron sources.

A continued analysis should be performed on high-frequency

plugging and lov: density crossed-field discharges, preparing

plans for experiments with device F III and for further

collaboration with the Research Laboratory af RiSt'n The

rotating-plasma experiments with Tornado will be run mainly

by the staff of the Ioffe Institute in Leningrad, but

collaboration and assistance from the» Swedish side are

needed during certain periods.



1.3. Plasma Heating

The powerful viscous she?r heating ex rotating plarmas cannot

be applied to the holding mode of INTFAP experiments with r.agretie

support shielding, because the shielding is destroyed by a plasma

wind having velocities of the order of or exceeding the ion thermal

velocity fli}• Therefore alternative methods of heating have to

be used in these experiments.

One possibility is to Impose high-frequency oscillations on

the system, by exciting magneto-acoustic and similar modes

[1A,15, 23, 2<0. To sustain present fully ionized impermeable plasmas

in the FIV device, the absorbed power has to exceed a certain sharply

defined ''minimum power", equal tc about 0.5 MW. Studies of this

minimum power, and of the wayc in which thfi partially ionized

boundary layer affectc the resonances and power absorption of the

plasma, are not only important to experiments with FIV. They should

also be of general interest to nigh-frequency hearing of plasmas in

full-scale systems of toka.mak aid other types. An extensive experi-

mental and theoretical analysis of these problems, and of the

matching between the external high-frequency coil system and the

plasma, has been performed during last years jj23,2n,25]. Among

other things, the analysis shows that the resonance frequency of

the lowest magneto-acoustic mode changes in a hydrogen plasma from

about 1.5 MHz near the minimum power limit, to about 0.8 KHz when

the power input is large enough to sustain a fully ionized

high-teraperature state. Consequently, certain difficulties arise

when high-frequency heating has to replace viscous shear heating,

and the transition is made from a state near the minimum power

level to that of a high-temperature. The fully ionized plasma puts

namely a heavy load on the oscillator system and affects its

operation frequency. In other words, the oscillator circuit has to

be matched to the lower resonance frequency of the high-temperature

state, but the oscillator still has to deliver much power enough to

sustain the plasma under mis-matched conditions near the

minimum-power threshold.



Another heating method is based on the induction of

low-frequency poloidal currents in the FIV device, by introducing a

central rod at the axis of the apparatus for the return current of

the primary circuit. A first series of experiments has shown that

powers up to 3 MW can be fed into the plasma by this method Q6] .

However, asymmetrical induced current patterns arise in presence of

unshielded supports and imperfections of the geometry. It is hoped

that the symmetry can be improved substantially in the case of

shielded supports, superimposed high-frequency heating, and a

modified design of the primary circuit [26].

Plans; Concerning high-frequency heating, a new large oscillator

should be taken into operation and be coupled with a special

steering oscillator, to achieve proper frequency matching

with the plasma. Also a modified wall construction of

ceranrcs in FIV should be completed, to allow for the use

of flexible generator coil systems, as well as better

availability to diagnostics. Concerning low-frequency

heating, a system with improved symmetry should be con-

structed, this heating being superimposed on that of the

high-frequency system. The low-frequency circuit also

provides a separate means for producing control]ed tempera-

ture changes by imposed pulses during a high-frequency

holding mode. Finally, the theoretical studies should

continue on high-frequency heating of plasmas bounded by

partially ionized layers.

1.4. Plasma Diagnostics

On account of insufficient resources, the manpower and instru-

mental facilities for plasma diagnostics have so far t«en limited.

This situation now has to be improved. 7n particular, means shouJd

be developed for determination of the loca] temperature and density

distributions wit?tin the plasma body and its boundary regions, at

the same time not interfering with the dense and energetic impermeable

plasmas to be studied.

Among the used and planned diagnostical methods, that of laser

light scattering is of special importance. In co-operation with

Culham Laboratory an equipment has bf?en completed and tested [V/] .

At this stage it is still unclear whether the present arrangement can
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be used to record scattered signals from the impermeable plasma, on

account of the high intensity of radiated light.

In this connection should also be mentioned the accomplishments

of a high-power recording device for high-frequency signals Q£] ,

and of a method for relative conductivity measurements in device

FIV [29] .

Plans: The reinforcement of diagnostical facilities and development

of diagnostical methods suitable for analysis of impermeable

plasmas have to continue. A more powerful laser is required

for the light scattering equipment. Further development is

also needed of the methods based on la;er interferometry,

spectroscopy including bremsstrahlung for temperature

measurements, probes, high-frequency high-power meters, and

relative conductivity measurements.

1.5. Reactor Technology

It has so far not been proved that internal conductor systems

with shielded supports should become unfeasible as fusion reactors.

On the contrary, there are indications that such systems could

fulfill the reactor equirements at dimensions not exceeding those

of other reactor models [3Cf] . Further technological model studies on

these systems are conducted in collaboration with Kernforschungs-

anlage JUlich (KFA) and tha Atomic Energy Company ét Studsvik (AE).

In the case of EXTRA? systems, part of the difficulties of the

INTRAP concept are removed, at the same time as the advantages seem to

be preserved.

Plans: Continued reactor technological model studies on INTRAP as

well as EXTRAP systems, in collaboration with KFA and AE.

These studies include neutron damage, cooling problems,

detailed coil constructions, repair, replacement, etc.
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1.6. Guest Scientist Activities

Since the staff of the laboratory Is limited and the research

programme has to be conducted with high efficiency, only a minor

part of the personnel can be sent away to work at other places. It is

desirable to compensate for this by receiving guest scientists from

other laboratories.

Plans: Guest scientists from Community laboratories, the Soviet

Union, USA, and elsewhere should be invited to visit the

laboratory for shorter or longer periods,
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2. Technical Development of the Laboratory
i 'I'm ii • i . i n * j i i i i i i E . . . mi ii . . • , ,

The earlier unclear economical situation, limited funds,

and an insufficient number of technicians have complicated the

programme planning, delayed the experimental work, and created

problems with the division of resources between the working

groups of the laboratory. With the increased resources obtained

in connection with the association with Euratom, these difficulties

should now gradually be removed.

2.1. Reorganization of Experimental Halls

The laboratory has three halls at its disposal, for experiments

with devices FI, Fill, FIV, and EXTRAP I. To facilitate the

activities of the corresponding working groups, these halls and

associated localities are now reorganized and the equipment

modernized. In the two halls at the basement storey, the first

contains FI and Fill, and the second FIV. The hall at the first

floor contains EXTRAP I.

Plans: Continued and completed reorganization of experimental halls

and their auxiliary arrangements.

2.2. Modernization of Laboratory Equipment

Part of the diagnostical equipment, the facilities for

operation of electrical and other systems, the vacuum technical

equipment, and the tools of the technicians are worn out or

old-fashioned.

Plans; Modernization of instruments and facilities.



Based on the just described plans for research activities

and technical development of the laboratory, a budget is proposed

for 1977 as outlined in Table 2.

At present there are 10 academically educated staff members

working fully or partly with experiments, such as to correspond to

about 7 full-time appointments. This work is served only by

13 technicians, being responsible both for the operation, repair,

and maintenance of the experimental facilities, and for substantial

parts of the design and construction. To make the experimental

work more efficient, to avoid problems with the division of

resources between the working groups, and to make possible the

acceptance of guest scientists, it is highly desirable to increase

the staff of technicians in such a way that relevant proportions

are established between scientists and technicians at the

laboratory.

Stockholm, November 10, 1976
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Table 1. Plans for fusion research at Royal Institute of
Technology in Stockholm during 1977,

Fields of Activity Plans

1.Plasma-neutral gas inter-
action and stability,

2.1.Partially ionized
boundary layer.

1.2.Fully ionised plasma
core.

2.Magnetic confinement.

2.1.Internal ring traps
with shielded sup-
ports (INTRAP).

2.2.External ring traps
(EXTRAP).

2.3.Crossed-field
experiments.

! 3.Plasma heating

.Diagnostics

5.Reactor technology

Research mainly concentrated on impermeable
plasmas,but problems of permeable range also
partly considered.

More detailed experimental analysis in FI and
FIV of layer with improved diagnostics.
Extended theoretical studies on equilibrium
and stability.

Continued theoretical analysis on instability
modes, and experimental stability studies in
FI, FIV, and EXTRAP I,

Continued studies on poloidal field traps.

After completion of plasma heating and
diagnostical facilities, confinement studies
in FIV should continue. Modifications of
high-frequency equipment, and preparations
of somewhat larger FV device are made.

Present sector experiment in EXTRAP I con-
tinued and completed, being followed Jby full
toroidal experiment in same device. Prepara-
tions for a somewhat larger device,
rxtrap II.

Continued analysis of open-ended systems and
of high-frequency plugging in Fill.Continued
collaboration with loffe Institute on
Tornado experiment in Leningrad.

New steering and large oscillator systems to
be taken into operation with FIV, as well as
low-frequency poloidal current system.
Continued theoretical studies on high-frequency
heating in presence of partially ionized
boundary layers.

Development and reinforcement of diagnostical
facilities for analysis of impermeable plasmas
especially those based on laser systems.

Continued model studies in co-operation with
Kernforschungsanlage Jölich and Atomic
Energy Company, on INTRAP and EXTRAP con-
cepts.

In addition to these research ae tivities, substantial efforts are needed
for the technical development of the laboratory, including reorganization
of experimental halls and modernization of instruments and facilities.



Table 2. Estimated budget for 1 January 3 977-31 December 1977

28

1.

2.

3.

«».

5.

Items

x)Personnel expenditure

Subsistence and travelling
expenditure

Experimental assemblies and
scientific equipment

Small tools, consumable stores,
general materials, etc.

Rental cost

Total cost

1

Costs •

(Swedish Crowns) j

i

2.500,000

300.000 • !

1.250.000

800.000

650.000

i

5.500.000

I

The subdivision into various cathegories includes
12 scientists, 17 technicians, 2 auxiliary administrative
duties, and 3 common duties of Royal Institute of
Technology,
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FUSION RESEARCH AT THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

IN STOCKHOLM 1977

B. Lehnert, December 1976, 40 p. in English

Reviews are given on the research activities in plasma

physics and controlled fusion during 1976 as well as on the

plans for research in 1977, including short descriptions and

motivations of the lines of approach being conducted by the

laboratory. These lines include plasma-neutral gas interaction

and stabilityralso with special approaches to plasma stabili-

zation, magnetic confinement being mainly produced by poloidal

fields, as well as heating and diagnostics of impermeable

plasmas.
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